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My Sweetheart 

Chapter 181 All Freaking Blind 

Kathy's heartbeat was slightly messed up, and her hand was suppressed by Joseph, unable to push him 

away at all. 

For a long while, Kathy felt like she was suffocating before the man let her go. 

"Joseph, you're too much!" Kathy became even angrier, and turned her back on Joseph, looking like she 

didn't want to see him. 

Joseph suddenly hugged her up, Kathy was carried outside to the sofa. In front of her was the tempting 

food that seemed to be sending her an invitation. 

She swallowed her saliva, and her stomach made a "gurgling" sound. 

"Mrs Joseph, you're mad at me, but don't get upset with your body, alright?" Joseph placed the fried 

chicken in front of her. 

Kathy’s eyes dropped, she opened her mouth and bit into it. The crispy taste lingering between her lips 

and teeth were very satisfying. 

Being too hungry, Kathy almost wiped out most of the food on the table, but Joseph ate less, just a few 

bites of steak. The red wine next to it emitted a mellow smell. 

"Joseph, you finish this." Kathy saw that he did not eat much and cut him a steak. 

Joseph was looking at the documents in his hands as he raised his eyes upon hearing her, indicating for 

Kathy to feed him. 

Kathy lowered her head, her hands trembled slightly. 

The two of them sat on the sofa, slightly separated. The man was wearing a pure black shirt which is 

half-buttoned, revealing his perfect and robust chest muscles. Above, his handsome face with a shallow 

smile was enough to dazzle the world. 

Kathy's sight could not help but stay focused on him as she blushed, putting down the knife and fork. 

"Do you love to eat?" He turned around to return to the bedroom as soon as the words came out. 

As soon as she got up, her hand was suddenly clasped by Joseph. She did not stand still, and her whole 

body stumbled and fell into his arms. 

Suddenly, the strong masculine scent hit her, Kathy gazed at him. 

"Mrs Joseph, are you seducing me?" Joseph raised his eyebrows. 

"I did not." 

"You kept looking at me, I'll think more to it." Joseph's voice was tinged with a bit of raspiness. 



embarrassed, it was indeed Joseph's boundless 

wrapped around her tiny waist, and she was lying on top of him. Her nightgown flew open, the whole 

scene reflected 

his eyes became increasingly impossible 

up almost immediately, "You quickly eat, and rest early after 

she ran 

scent of Kathy 

he tasted the steak that 

... 

HX Hotel. 

shopping, she bought a lot of loot and was in 

up to her room, she saw a familiar figure 

the fragility 

"Peter, something wrong?" 

restrained 

Herbert opened the door, showing a 

his eyes and stepped forward 

you know what you're doing!" Once he entered the door, Peter spoke 

him, "What did I do to make you so 

and you think the 

on the sofa with a self-conscious attitude, "So what if 

let you go," Peter 

you?" Herbert raised her eyebrows, the 

you." 

did you do 

didn't really want to hear the name, "What's it to do 

his emotions and sat down next to Herbert, his hands reaching over to hug her, "Herbert, before you 

her 

... you 



on the 

were going down, being too familiar with her body, 

Herbert pressed against his chest, her hand suddenly slapped, precisely at that spot of 

in this difficult state, Herbert giggled 

still my fiancé? You're not qualified." Herbert tidied up her clothes 

restraining the charming 
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Chapter 182 Doubting My Ability 

Two days later, a formal statement was issued from the Food and Drug Administration. MT Medicine 

had passed the verification half a year ago, and the drug was completely legit. 

NCHV Medical Company held a conference in City N, announcing the entire process of the drug from 

research and development to releasing to the market. It was absolutely rigorous and formal, unlike the 

counterfeit medicines circulating in the market. 

Currently, the police had been investigating the source of the malicious online dissemination of this 

drug, coupled with the evidence provided by NCHV Medical Company. It finally led them to a newspaper 

company. 

The person in charge said he knew nothing about it, and had never spread any news about the fake drug 

at all. 

BT Group. 

Billy looked at the online report, his thin lips curled out with a sneering smile. 

"Mr Hilton, do you think it's necessary to continue working with NCHV Medical Company?" Peter 

couldn't figure out Billy's mind. 

"The contract had been signed, and Mr Champs wants us to terminate the contract with the BT Group?" 

Billy narrowed his eyes. 

"Of course not, I'm afraid that this medicine's reputation is already bad and it will affect sales." Peter 

frowned. 

Being in a high position, he had a lot of details to consider. 

"That's the problem you have to deal with, do you still want me to teach you?" Billy glared. 

Peter nodded his head and didn't dare to say anything else instantly. 

Leaving the office, Herbert waited outside and frowned when she saw Peter. 

"What's the wind that blew future Mrs Hilton here today." Billy inhaled his cigarette, a few dark smiles 

in his eyes. 



"NCHV Medical Company has already found out about YU Newspaper, aren't you worried that they will 

find out about me?" Herbert was a little worried. 

She was the one who used YU Newspaper to spread the news about the fake medicine. But back then, 

Billy promised to protect her. 

However, this matter was somehow a secret. 

But now Billy seemed indifferent. 

"Doubt my abilities?" Billy pressed closer, and his slender fingertips suddenly lifted Herbert's chin. 

sudden, the distance 

She did not trust Billy fully. But now, 

She whispered, but her brow was always 

his fingertips going all the way down and finally stopping at 

pause in his eyes, he coolly said, "You're still my 

gaze. She thought that she had kissing marks on her neck panic surfaced 

you're talking about." 

at her, "You're not Mrs Hilton yet, I have the right to return 

pale. She knew that 

the bathroom, Herbert stood in front of the mirror but did not see any kissing marks. Billy... 

about that cold look in his eyes, had he 

that moment, the phone rang, it 

frowned and 

left BT Group, she didn't expect that a familiar figure at the door was apparently waiting for 

pure black dress with light makeup on her 

and ignored Kathy, "We have 

guilty conscience, Miss Herbert?" Kathy narrowed her eyes, and her temperament 

do I need to feel guilty about? Let’s go to the cafe across 

of them settled down, Herbert grabbed the coffee, her mood always 

voice was warm, "Why 

do?" 

directly handed over an investigation document. According to this evidence that the police had just 

found out 



handed over to the police, Herbert would most likely be 

shredded this document almost immediately and said in an angry voice, "Kathy, don't slander me. You 

think that finding a fake investigation document 

am slandering you, what are you panicking about, Miss Herbert?" Kathy 

that's all," Herbert 

at her back and said in a deep voice, "Then I'll give this document to 

paused, clenched and unclenched her fists, then 

do you want?" Herbert stared 

thought that she could have the chance 

thesis was reported for plagiarism, does it have anything to do with you?" Kathy looked into Herbert's 

eyes 

her lips, having calmed 

had 

My Sweetheart 

Chapter 183 Flying Back and Coax Husband 

After arriving at the hotel, Kathy planned to look for Alexia, but she found that Alexia was packing her 

luggage. 

Now, BT Group had agreed to continue to cooperate with NCHV Medical Company, although some 

distributors still chose to break off the engagement, this did not affect MT Medicine's sales figure. 

Nonetheless, they were unable to achieve the sales target issued by Johnson. 

"Kathy, I should go back now. The problems here are almost solved and I've tried my best too. If Johnson 

is still dissatisfied with the result, I will resign," said Alexia calmly. 

This incident caused too much trouble, and she was the main person in charge. The sales channels were 

not ideal and the reputation of the medicine suffered a drastic decline. Even if all these were not 

because of her, she had to take this responsibility. 

Kathy returned to the suite on the top floor, Joseph was not there. She quickly packed up, planning to go 

back today as well. 

Before leaving, she called Joseph. He did not answer, so she left him a message. 

Looking at Alexia who was scanty of words on the side, Kathy comforted her, "Johnson won't blame you 

for it." 

"I think I'm very useless," Alexia said in despair. She had always believed that her professional 

competence and eloquence were excellent, but after experiencing this incident, she only realized that 

this did not seem to be the case. 



Her abilities still had much room for improvement. 

"You've done your best," Kathy frowned. 

She knew that Alexia always had high demands on herself, but this incident was not caused by her. 

Kathy’s face fell guiltily. If she did not stay at NCHV Medical Company, would Herbert not do it? 

“After all, this matter is because of me. Herbert wanted to retaliate against me, so she dealt a hard blow 

to NCHV Medical Company in this way. Johnson will understand it.” Kathy patted Alexia gently on her 

shoulder. 

"Herbert? Did she do this?" Alexia was taken aback. Currently, the police had not yet announced the 

results of the investigation, she had always thought that they were framed by the competitor of NCHV 

Medical Company. 

"Yes, Joseph has investigated and found out that Herbert is the mastermind behind YU Newspaper, but 

the final result of the investigation has not yet come out." 

That day, she took the evidence out to give Herbert a fright so that she would tell the story of the year; 

however, she insisted that she did not know about it, Kathy was somewhat surprised. 

The evidence was naturally fake, while the real one had always been in Joseph's hands. She did not 

know how Joseph would deal with it in the end, but she would not interfere. 

family? Why? 

kept aiming at her naturally because of Peter. As for the miscarriage, she had to 

… 

reached City N. After getting off the plane, Kathy rebooted her phone and found out that 

you wait for me to go back together?" Joseph's voice 

whispered, "You are in the middle of something, 

to disturb me, who else dares?" Joseph's voice was 

be speechless 

not that I didn't tell you…" Kathy thought her explanation 

went on a business trip to City B, so she didn't think she had 

the company's interests 

upset?" Alexia leaned 

angry," Kathy wrinkled her 

back and coax 

with Kathy coming back with her. If Kathy was with Joseph, she would definitely 



hardly 

the kind of person who put amativeness 

her mind, so both of them returned to NCHV Medical Company together. Recently, the 

to the top floor. When Johnson finished the meeting, she pushed the door 

been working around the clock for three days and three nights in the company, the tiredness 

worries 

rubbed her forehead, walking to the 

was trapped by the 

Alexia supported him immediately. 

at his blanched face, Alexia placed her hand on 

you to the hospital!" Alexia 

waved his hand, sat on the sofa, pinched the position between his eyebrows and asked 

follow me to 

rubbed her head fondly, 

busy for the listing of MT Medicine recently, and he 

My Sweetheart 

Chapter 184 Double-faced Woman is Not Cute 

Alexia was also stunned. Her relationship with Johnson had always been confidential. Although there 

was some rumors about them in the company, they had no evidence. 

"Go downstairs," Johnson ordered. 

At that moment, he was obviously angry. 

Alexia frowned, took the file, and walked out of the office. Anna was looking at the phone when Alexia 

walked up to her. 

"You know what to say and what not to say." Alexia reminded. 

Anne nodded, but her eyes were slightly cold. 

In the evening, Kathy was packing her things and getting off work, but Alexia was still busy reading 

various documents. 

Which she was not responsible for. 

"Are you going to work overtime tonight?" Kathy asked her. 

Alexia nodded. 



"Working overtime unconditionally for Mr. Johnson?" Kathy quickly understood. 

"How can it be unconditional? He must give me my overtime pay!" Alexia grunted. 

Kathy smiled, "Don't be too late, you must be very tired of the flight today." 

"I know, quick pick up Joseph." 

Kathy looked at the text message on her phone, which Joseph had sent her three hours ago. 

His plane will arrive at City N Airport at seven o’clock. 

"Who said that I’ll be picking him up?" Kathy slightly blushed. 

"If you want to go, just go. You’ve been married to Joseph in secret for almost a year. Why do you still 

hold yourself back?” Alexia shook her head helplessly. 

Kathy was always gentle, especially her emotions. When she was with Peter, she had always been 

conservative and passive. 

As for why Peter was easily seduced by Herbert, it was because Kathy had refused to have excessive 

intimacy with him at that time. 

"Alexia, I never held myself back when I’m with Joseph." Kathy whispered. 

If he wanted anything, she wouldn’t be able to resist and give 

it seems that Dr. Joseph's charm is limitless." Alexia 

happened since her marriage with Joseph, 

indeed, especially his certain charms." Kathy 

couldn't help chuckling. She didn't expect to hear those words from 

that it was almost time, she 

her to be more active in 

could predict the future, so 

the airport, people were 

after arriving there. She sat at 

this time, some people in the company’s group were talking about Mr. Johnson’s private life. An 

anonymous 

and every message there, Alexis was also in that group and they even 

was 

colleagues in the group had always 

in 



him for a long time, and I even thought that he 

fiancée is not in City N, 

Mr. Johnson’s 

also curious. Why would Johnson tease Alexis if 

replied as she didn’t want to let Alexis know of 

private life?" 

boss is not even here, and we’re just concerned about 

replied, "That’s Mr. Johnson’s private 

the chat, finally replied, "Our relationship is a normal boss and subordinate’s relationships, don't be 

those onlookers who knew 

for a while. She called Alexia because she’s 

knew who Johnson's fiancée actually was. However, someone found Johnson's engagement picture 

from three years ago. The woman in the 

... 

Joseph's flight 

walked over to the arrival area. Before seeing Joseph, she 

squinted and tightened her 

and 

off his 

the first-class cabin just now, and so he knew that Kathy 

Billy’s voice 

"I wouldn’t dare to." 

not cute." 

Chapter 185 You Should Not Care About Other Men 

The fans around her gazed at her like they wanted to kill her. 

Kathy involuntarily leaned against his chest and kept denying, “You’re just overthinking.” 

Joseph was smiling so seductively that he could attract anyone in an instant. 

Back at Joseph Bay, Joseph had sent a servant to prepare dinner, but the food was already cold when 

they arrived since his flight was delayed. 

Kathy was heating the food when she thought about today's matter, and so she asked Joseph, 



“Does Johnson have a fiancée?” 

Joseph and Johnson had a good relation, so he should know, right? 

He paused for a moment before coming in and hugged Kathy from the back. 

With his jaw on her shoulder, he spoke with a low and deep voice, “Yeah.” 

Kathy frowned unhappily, “As expected…” 

“But he still teases other women.”, said Kathy in an angry tone. 

She knew that Alexia must be heartbroken at that time. Did she even know that Johnson had a fiancée? 

Joseph frowned because Johnson's private was too complicated. Even though they’re friends, he had 

never interfered. 

However, he also had his difficulties. 

“What you see and hear is not always true.” he held her face. 

His gaze was deep when the tip of his fingers caressed her cheek. 

“So, is Johnson trustworthy?” Kathy asked. 

She understood how Alexia loved Johnson as they had been friends for years. On the other hand, she did 

not want her to be together with a scumbag. 

Subconsciously, she believed that those who could be close to Joseph would generally have good 

morals. 

However, she couldn’t help feeling suspicious with all the gossips before her eyes. 

“It depends on who his opponent is, if it is someone from the business world then it is necessary for him 

to do some tricks”, said Joseph ambiguously. 

help staring at him, she just felt that Joseph didn't want to tell her about 

question, “Is Johnson 

you want to care about me?” Joseph 

looked up at his profound eyes. She subconsciously asked, 

gloomy, “I 

frowned, his deep and vast eyes had always 

while shrouding her with his familiar masculine aura. In the blink of an eye, he took her breath 

and the only thing they could hear was each other's heartbeat. 

wanted to be 



on her back and it kept on reaching deeper and deeper. He couldn’t stop himself as her sweetness was 

like 

was not until the beep from the microwave behind her that she came back to her senses. 

“Dinner is ready!” 

kissed her once again before letting 

about other men anymore, okay?” he 

darkness before him expanded. 

she felt 

worried about Alexia.” she took the food 

knows his limits.” Joseph 

called Alexia after dinner. This time, 

“Kathy, are you okay?” 

she said this, her 

It seemed that the entire world knew about Johnson's fiancée, but she was the 

I’ll 

to change 

be in City N. Kathy, I need 

her sentence, she 

again, her phone was already turned 

passed away in an air crash 

thing would happen again. Her face was already pale when 

his well-built chest. The sapphire 

other hand, Kathy was not 

and said, “Give me Johnson's phone 

happened to Kathy, she would not 

stroked her hair, “Don't 

don't know where Alexia is 

his eyes, after awhile, 

My Sweetheart 



Chapter 186 Taunting 

"You! Joseph, you're really choosing hoes before bros. Kathy's not a flower in a greenhouse. You should 

let her exercise more on her own!" Johnson said in a deep voice. 

"Of course I'll let her exercise herself. What do you worry about? You make up for the trouble that is 

caused by yourself." Joseph said indifferently. 

Johnson couldn't retort to him and hung up the phone in a huff. 

Looking at the file in front of him, Joseph dialed John's number, "What's Billy been up to the last two 

days?" 

"As soon as he got off the plane today, he arranged for his assistant to go over to People's Hospital and 

visit the patients who were sick from substance abuse." 

"What kind of substance abuse?" Joseph narrowed his eyes. 

"I haven't found out yet. It's supposed to be a drug developed by the Hilton Group." John replied. 

"Find out right away." Joseph scowled. 

It had been a week since the news broke that MT Medicine was being questioned as a fake drug. NCHV 

Medical Company had been making various responses on a daily basis. Today's press conference was to 

officially clarify the news. 

All the key people in charge of the development and sales of MT Medicine were there, and Kathy had 

been unable to reach Alexia, who still had her statement. 

Johnson came in early. When he saw Kathy, he said in a deep voice, "No word from Alexia yet?" 

Kathy shook her head and saw Johnson's face change. 

If it weren't for him, Alexia wouldn't be missing right now. 

"Does Mr. Johnson have no idea where she is either?" Kathy said indifferently. 

Johnson's face sank, and irritation grew under his eyes. 

"You'll speak up for Alexia later. I'll take care of the rest." 

Kathy paused. Her palms kept sweating as she looked at the statement in her hand and thought of the 

reporters she would have to face later. 

Some images from the past came to her mind. 

"Kathy, elaborate on the paper's description of the use of magnesium stearate in nasal medication." 

completely at odds with the meaning expressed in the paper. I now suspect that 

percent duplication. Where did you plagiarize your thesis 

"..." 

Kathy's vision blurred in the face of the dozens of teachers sitting in front 



defense will not 

you even dared to plagiarize your graduation thesis. The school won't 

... 

voice suddenly sounded behind her, and Kathy came 

looked 

everything 

What did Johnson 

ready. Remember to watch 

walked into the 

her hand tightly. She took 

many as hundreds. Johnson was already surrounded by reporters. And the scenes 

here we are again." There was 

and didn't turn 

of her, "It seems you'll be speaking 

the statement in 

what?" Kathy said in 

hands in his trouser pockets and his thin lips curved, "Can you handle the 

me?" Kathy 

one knows what's going to happen later. I'd advise you not to go on stage." Billy narrowed his 

however, looked at him suspiciously and then gave him a sharp look, "What's going to 

I know? 

you know?" 

did Billy want 

but be a little 

already seriously affected the reputation of NCHV Medical Company. It 

the statement 

what is our relationship? Had I to tell you everything you want to 

the outbreak of news about MT Medicine being a fake drug had something to do with you too?" 

only suspected Herbert before, but Herbert was Billy's fiancée, so maybe he had something to do 



My Sweetheart 

Chapter 187 Be Prepared 

“I didn’t talk nonsense. Look at my husband, his face becomes stiff just because he takes your 

medicine!” The family yelled while helping the man in the wheelchair to move forward. 

Immediately, reporters stepped forward to interview. 

“Three months ago, we signed a drug trial agreement with NCHV Medical Company. We were very 

confident in this drug. My husband’s facial nerve has been injured for many years. This drug was indeed 

effective at the beginning, but now the side effects are serious…” 

The scene had gradually fallen into chaos. All the reporters’ attentions had been diverted by the family. 

Several senior officials of NCHV Medical Company were still on the stage, but no one listened to their 

clarification anymore. 

Kathy walked over in a hurry, but the reporters were so densely packed that she couldn’t understand 

the situation. 

Some of the reporters stepped back. Kathy was pushed by the crowd suddenly. When she almost fell 

down, one arm held her firmly. 

Billy stood behind Kathy, with a slight smile, “Be careful.” 

Kathy pushed him away almost immediately. She glared at him, “You arranged it, didn’t you! How can 

those patients and their families come all of a sudden?” 

Billy narrowed his eyes, and his face was cold. "Kathy, why do you always like to accuse me? I am just an 

unforgivable villain in your eyes, right?” 

“Then how do you know in advance that something will happen?” Kathy asked. 

“I just want to remind you. As for whether there will be an accident, I just said it casually.” 

Kathy was angry, Billy…. It seemed that he came prepared. 

“What you should do now is to deal with the problem, not question me.” Billy patted her shoulder. 

Being avoided in disgust by Kathy, the coldness in Billy’s eyes spread. 

At this time, Johnson, who had disappeared for two hours, came in from the outside. The bodyguard 

opened the way for him, and he walked directly to the patient’s side. 

holding a few cases, and Johnson’s sharp 

everyone.” He raised his hand to calm 

these patients are clearly written in these cases. As for 

The specific information on the medical record was quickly shown 

not my husband’s medical record!” 



you have is a fake medical record. I think these patients were instigated by someone. Tell the reporters, 

who asked you to do so? Who gave you the cases and who let you ruin the 

cold, 

faces were pale, and their eyes were flustered, “He’s talking 

the patient’s case to check. There was even 

have a doctor’s signature and is not a general medical record of the hospital. The way you spread 

rumors is 

about? My husband’s symptoms have not been 

of drugs inside the medical records. Why do you insist that MT is the cause 

his 

who 

to speak, but Johnson quickly said, "Regarding the situation of a few patients, rather than having no 

evidence of slander here, it's better to check as soon as possible. What kind of drug caused physical 

abnormalities? Many experiments have shown that MT does not cause any facial stiffness. 

secretary to show the 

examination. The whole process was transparent and 

guarantee was undoubtedly a reassurance for the reporters, who 

in the lounge, on the sofa, a man in a white 

before. But how do you know that someone will make trouble for us?" Johnson had always been smart 

in business, but 

to probe into his mind. This time, you already made those reporters shut their mouths, and then you 

need to let the public relations department to warn them as well to eliminate the future trouble." 

Joseph said 

you two. Why would he make it on me?” Johnson pretended to 

back just to take charge in NCHV Medical Company. Still, in 

you want to come back?” Joseph raised his eyebrows, he 

weren’t for you, I would still live happily abroad.” Johnson leaned back on the 

family and your own business now, 

“As you know, I don’t like 

My Sweetheart 

Chapter 188 Stop Intervening in Her Life 



Kathy widened her eyes yet she could not push Joseph away. His kiss used to be fierce and ruthless and 

her legs were almost unable to support her and she was going to melt in his arms. 

He hugged her tight and his lips landed on her neck gently. He then rumbled. “Don’t be scared.” Nobody 

would dare publish his news without his compliance. 

Yet Kathy did not have a peace of mind. She looked around and only heaved a sigh of relief when she 

was assured no one was around. She thought he would not come when she did not see him the whole 

morning. 

“If I’m not here, won’t I miss the good show just now?” Joseph raised his eyebrow lightly and aloofness 

flashed across his eyes. 

“You knew that there’s gonna be patient looking for trouble?” Kathy glanced at him. 

Joseph kept his mouth shut and did not give her a reply and she deemed that as a yes. Anger arouse in 

her as that would mean Johnson knew it too. “Is that arranged by Billy?” 

Joseph still did not give her a response. He held her and brought her out of the hotel. 

Kathy had a bellyful of doubts. The journalists were all waiting for the information at the hospital and if 

it was confirmed that the MT medicine did cause abnormalities in the patient’s body, the medicine 

would have to be retracted from the market. 

Joseph on the other hand was still calm and was driving the car towards the hospital. Kathy 

remembered that she was still his lab report recording personnel when she first came, and three months 

had passed with a blink of an eye. 

of the hospital. As Joseph had just driven the car to the side door and was about to get down the car, he 

received a 

captured, yet the report can’t be done today.” Johnson spoke with a low voice. During a moment like 

this, letting the journalists wait for even one more minute would make them impatient enough to write 

false news. Joseph squinted 

Joseph stopped Kathy when she wanted to get out of the car too. “I can’t. What do you want to do?” 

She held him. She was in a state of unease and it was impossible to let her 

drug evaluation has been bribed. I have to 

there anything I can help?” Kathy still did not 

coat and mask and walked into the lab with a straight face while Kathy was watching his back. She could 

not remove her gaze away from him as he was too charming at this moment. No 

the ward instead. Johnson was standing outside and the end of the corridor was 

and the respective family’s anxiety had been staved off and the journalists were unable to enter. Kathy 

peered at the crowds outside and browsed the news. She was only relieved when she did not see any 

news that was detrimental towards NCHV Medical Company. She 



She felt that he must have known about it deep down. “She booked a two hour flight to Country C, and 

she has submitted the resignation form by then.” Johnson replied 

and was surprised to hear that. She thought Alexia was only temporarily lost in contact, 

single word was enough to depict how disappointed and desperate she felt towards him. He thought she 

was just one of the women he encountered, yet she 

she looked at him, yet she did not have the stance to do so. Country C was Alexia’s home and she was 

not worried about that. It might be good for her 

hope you’ll not intervene in her life 

… 

MT medicine yet they had also consumed two other drugs at the same period of time, which one of the 

drugs was clearly not used to treat nerve damage. The drug was imported and had yet to receive formal 

permit, therefore its efficacy and the side 

content when Joseph disclosed the result. His words 

My Sweetheart 

Chapter 189 Could only Get Bullied by Him 

Kathy plunged into the couch upon returning to the Joseph Bay as she did not have a good rest due to 

what happened recently. Sadly the housemaids did not come today and there was no dinner. 

Joseph had been busy the whole day too and an indulgent look permeated him when he saw her 

exhausted and almost asleep look. He scooped her soft body up and lowered his head. He kissed her eye 

and whispered. “What do you want to eat tonight?” 

Kathy’s eyes gleamed and she asked, “Are you going to make dinner?” She had not tasted his cooking 

for a long time. 

“Yes. What do you want to eat?” Joseph asked patiently. Kathy pondered and she gave up on the 

thought to eat home-cooked meal when she thought that he must be tired too. “Noodle is fine.” She 

blinked. 

“Alright. Stay still.” Kathy nodded. She was defeated by the urge to sleep and she dozed off on the couch 

not long after that. She felt her body hanging in the air presently and shuddered. She then opened her 

heavy-lidded eyes and met Joseph’s handsome face. She let out a gasp and then noticed he had carried 

her into the bedroom. 

“You’ve slept enough?” He asked with his eyes flamed. 

Kathy shook her head. She wanted to sleep more than she wanted to eat. “Then sleep a little longer.” 

Joseph climbed up the bed following that and he hugged her in his arms. His incessant kisses landed on 

her neck, ears, nose and lips the moment she closed her eyes again. He ran his lips along the line of her 

lips and moved down. 



Kathy moaned and she pressed his chest subconsciously. Her body curled up yet she could not dodge his 

attack. He was too familiar with her body and he had softened her body that easily. She could only get 

bullied by him. 

“How could you do this…” Kathy’s voice softened and she opened her eyes after putting her arms 

around his neck. She thought she could have a nice sleep. 

“I miss you, Mrs.Joseph.” He rumbled. He was always out of control whenever he touched her body and 

he craved to occupy her. Kathy could certainly not resist as they had not shown intimacy towards each 

other for a very long time and she actually missed him too. 

… 

Joseph was making another two bowls of noodles and Kathy’s mind gradually went blank when she 

be elegant and aloof was now washing his hands and making broth for her. She had no idea how long 

would this moment last. “Joseph , how could your cooking skill be that excellent? You seem to be 

brilliant in whatever you 

can’t achieve excellence, I would be caught up by others. You know?” He answered ambiguously. He had 

grown up in a competitive environment since young and he could only stand out from the crowds when 

he achieved first place in everything he did, 

just an ordinary person.” 

her face. “You don’t have 

stand beside you one day.” A light shot out 

enough and you need only be the ladykin 

“But…” 

the fact that you’re my wife.” Kathy was startled and colour flared onto her cheeks. She suddenly stood 

up, leant forward and kissed Joseph who was opposite to her on his cheek. Her head was clasped the 

moment she 

lighting up fire.” Joseph 

him. She was already exhausted enough when he messed her up just now and she refused to let him did 

it again. Yet Joseph who had unbelievable strength pressed her down once again after they went back to 

the bedroom after finishing their dinner, and she could only look 

a beast?” Kathy 

am. But only 

… 

sleep. Joseph had been long disappeared from the bed. He was looking at the screen of the laptop 



He looked up when he saw her standing beside the door. His expression turned grim when he saw her 

barefoot and he rushed and carried her up almost immediately. He sought for her slippers and crouched 

to help her put them on. “The floor’s cold, 

summer. Yet she did not dare to rebut when she 

lunch.” Joseph held her hand 

Chapter 190 She Believed in Joseph 

At the Boston University, 

Kathy looked at the familiar school gate. It was class time at this point so the whole school was very 

quiet. 

"I can go in by myself." Kathy said. Then she pushed the door and got out of the car. 

Joseph sat in the car. He frowned his eyebrows deeply as watching Kathy walking away. 

When she came to the Educational Administration Office, Kathy found her tutor, who was now the 

director of the Educational Administration Department. But when he saw Kathy, he immediately gave 

her a very cold face. 

"Knowing that the diploma is important, you still dare to make a fake thesis at that time!" the tutor said 

coldly. 

"Teacher, I promise back then I didn’t copy thesis at all." 

"I've heard too many promises. I remember vividly what happened back then with you. Our professional 

reputation for the whole major has been ruined by you. Now you still dare to ask me for a diploma? You 

don’t deserve a diploma either for your major skills or your moral standers." The tutor’s face was always 

cold when he talked. 

"What if I can find evidence to prove that my thesis was indeed written by myself, without any 

plagiarism?" 

"That is just your chicanery! I don't want to wrong my students if there is evidence. But Kathy, how do 

you want to investigate?" The tutor frowned. 

Back then Kathy's grades had always been one of the best in the class. He also had high hopes for her, 

but he never expected she would do such disgraceful thing when she graduated. 

"I want to get the thesis I submitted at that time. I suspect that my paper was replaced when I 

submitted it!" Kathy said calmly. 

She suspected the same back then. But there were too many things happening at the same time, all her 

explanations were considered to be cover-ups for others. So no one wanted to help her at all. 

"It’s impossible. All the thesis have been locked up in the library. Even I can't find it." The tutor shook his 

head. 

Kathy's face turned pale. 



"Teacher, I'm really innocent in this matter. I will take the postgraduate entrance examination this year. 

The diploma is very important for me." 

"Postgraduate entrance examination? Kathy, your file has marked what happened with you back then. It 

is impossible to enter the postgraduate entrance examination. Just give up." 

Kathy didn't know how she got out of the university. All she could think of was what her tutor said: Give 

up. 

She gave up three years ago, should she give up again now? 

for her. Seeing her 

the 

car and looked out the window quietly. She thought that after three 

her before still didn’t believe 

you need my help?" Joseph 

had never told him anything about her, which made him 

rely 

force her looking up, which made Kathy having no 

you can't do anything about it anyway." Kathy shook her 

husband. You can ask me 

looked at his deep black eyes, without talking 

help 

from others back then. 

it's been so long..." She had long 

want to check, as long as you need my help." Joseph looked down and 

faster. She didn't want Joseph to get involved, after all, it was 

this moment, she felt 

than she imagined. He was not just a doctor, nor just the president of the Joseph's Group. His 

background might 

believe me?" 

didn't he doubt about her? She might copy the 

believe my wife." Joseph said 

in her heart. After all, it was 



she was Kathy. 

only cared about his 

it to me." Joseph already made a 

you." Kathy 

suddenly got serious, "I don't need to your ‘thank you’. You need to remember that you are my 

didn't listen. But at this 

She believed in Joseph. 

... 

at NCHV Medical Company. Because Alexia left her job, all her work 

were so many distributors waiting for cooperating with MT Medicine. Kathy 

to discuss further cooperation with BT Group in two days, which means business 


